Spontaneous resolution of foveal detachment in dome-shaped macula observed by spectral domain optical coherence tomography

Abstract: Dome-shaped macula (DSM) was described by Gaucher et al as a convex protrusion of macula within a staphyloma in highly myopic eyes that causes visual impairment associated with serous foveal detachment (SFD). We describe a patient with spontaneous resolution of SFD in DSM documented by serial spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT). A 28-year-old female Japanese patient presented with blurred vision in both eyes. Upon examination, her best-corrected visual acuity was 1.2 with −8.0 sphere and 0.5 with −8.0 sphere in the right and left eyes, respectively. SD-OCT in both eyes showed an anterior bulge of the macula with SFD. The diagnosis of DSM with SFD was made on the basis of characteristic findings. Three months later, the patient achieved spontaneous resolution of SFD without treatment. One month later, there was an occurrence of SFD in the right eye, but the SFD had disappeared in 1 month. In our case, her visual impairment was proven to be a consequence of SFD in relation to DSM. SD-OCT was useful for the detection and follow-up of SFD in DSM.
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Introduction
Dome-shaped macula (DSM) was first described in 2008 using optical coherence tomography (OCT) by Gaucher et al. This condition involves a protrusion of the macula within a staphyloma in highly myopic eyes, which causes visual impairment associated with serous foveal detachment (SFD). Although the pathogenesis of DSM remains unclear, Imamura et al showed that DSM was associated with a relative localized thickness variation of the sclera under the macula. Recently, Caillaux et al demonstrated that chronic SFD was associated with decreased vision and was more common when the macular bulge was highly elevated. Therefore, DSM with SFD may be involved in more severe DSM forms. Here, we describe a patient with spontaneous resolution of SFD in DSM documented by serial spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT).

Case report
A 28-year-old female Japanese patient with no previous history of ocular disease was referred to our hospital 14 days after complaining of blurred vision in both eyes. She reported that she had flu-like symptoms 7 days before the initial visit. Upon initial examination, her best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was 1.2 with −8.0 sphere and 0.5 with −8.0 sphere in the right and left eyes, respectively. No significant findings were observed in the anterior segment or vitreous of either eye. Funduscopy showed a mild staphyloma with some pigmented changes in the fovea in both eyes.
(Figure 1A and 1B). Fluorescein angiography (HRA2; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) showed hyperfluorescence in the fovea in both eyes resulting from a retinal pigment epithelium defect, but there was no leakage point (Figure 1C and 1D). Indocyanine green angiography (HRA2; Heidelberg Engineering) in both eyes revealed punctuate hyperfluorescence in the fovea with no vascular hyperpermeability (Figure 1E and 1F). SD-OCT (CIRRUS HD-OCT; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) in both eyes showed an anterior bulge of the macula with SFD in the horizontal scan (Figure 2A and 2B). The diagnosis of DSM with SFD was made on the basis of characteristic findings from previous studies.1–3 No treatment was initiated.

Three months later, SFD seen at the initial visit disappeared on SD-OCT (Figure 2C and 2F), and the patient’s BCVA was 1.2 and 1.0 in the right and left eyes, respectively. Her symptoms had also subjectively improved. One month later, there was an occurrence of SFD in the right eye (Figure 2G and 2H), although subjective visual worsening was not reported. The left eye remained unaffected. One month later, the SFD had disappeared (Figure 2I and 2J), and the patient’s BCVA was 0.9 in the right eye.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this is the first report of the spontaneous resolution of SFD in DSM, based on a MEDLINE® (US National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD, USA) search of the English literature available on this subject. In this case, SD-OCT provided a definite diagnosis of DSM with SFD and permitted documentation of the spontaneous resolution of SFD in DSM. Similar spontaneous resolution was noted in cases with idiopathic central serous chorioretinopathy, and angiography and OCT enable differentiation from idiopathic central serous chorioretinopathy. In particular, punctuate hyperfluorescence with no vascular hyperpermeability on indocyanine green angiography, and an abnormal convex profile with no choroidal thickening on SD-OCT, may be important findings in DSM with SFD.1

Regarding the pathophysiology of DSM with SFD, Imamura et al1 suggested that severe obstruction in the outflow of choroidal fluid might be associated with the characteristic findings of DSM, while Byeon and Chu1 proposed that compressive changes of the choroid and choriocapillaris, as well as the resultant secondary retinal pigment epithelium changes, may be involved in the pathophysiology of DSM. Additional imaging analyses may reveal the details of the pathophysiology of DSM with SFD.
The SD-OCT images in our patient clearly showed shallow SFD in the parafovea and foveal center in the right and left eyes, respectively. In this case, a conservative observation was used, although left visual acuity was poor. Use of antivascular endothelial growth factor therapy, photodynamic therapy, and focal laser treatment have been described in other cases, but none of these approaches were effective. This suggests that choroidal neovascularization and choroidal vascular hyperpermeability are not associated with the pathophysiology of DSM with SFD.
In conclusion, the patient in this case had DSM with SFD, which showed spontaneous recovery without treatment. This case illustrates the utility of SD-OCT for the detection and follow-up of DSM with SFD.
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